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Datamatics and OutSystems Forge Strategic Relationship to 

Drive High-Performance Low-Code Application Development 

Datamatics aims to accelerate app development and enhance business agility for its 

customers 

9th January 2024, Mumbai - Datamatics, a leading global Digital Technologies, 

Operations, and Experiences company, today announced a new partnership with 

OutSystems, a global leader in high-performance application development, offering an 

enterprise grade low-code platform that empowers businesses to transform and 

accelerate software development and delivery. 

OutSystems, in collaboration with Datamatics, presents a ground-breaking low-code 

platform, poised to transform the landscape of application development. Developers can 

rapidly create web and mobile applications with ease through the intuitive visual 

development environment and an array of pre-built templates. This innovation empowers 

developers to streamline the creation process while ensuring high-quality results for 

business-critical applications. 

Some Key Features of the platform are: 

 

● Seamless Integration: The platform effortlessly connects to various data sources and 

APIs, providing a comprehensive and unified development experience. 

● Cross-Platform Compatibility: Applications built using this platform seamlessly 

operate on different devices and operating systems, ensuring maximum reach. 

● User-Centric Design: Robust user experience design tools guarantee visually 

appealing and user-friendly interfaces, enhancing the end-user experience. 

● Security and Scalability: Integrated security features and scalability options simplify 

the development process, ensuring data and application integrity. 

● Enhanced Functionality: The platform offers analytics, automated testing, and 

AI/ML integration to boost application performance and capabilities. 

● Community and Support: A thriving community and marketplace provide valuable 

resources, while comprehensive training and support options aid users at every 

step. 

● Flexible Deployment: Whether deployed in the cloud or on-premises, this 

partnership empowers organizations to accelerate application delivery, reduce 

costs, and ensure security and scalability throughout the development lifecycle. 



 

Bala Gopalakrishnan, President – Digital Technologies at Datamatics said, “Our 

collaboration with OutSystems signifies a pivotal moment in application development. 

With OutSystems' innovative low-code platform and Datamatics' extensive experience, 

we're poised to redefine the landscape of software creation. From streamlined integrations 

to elegant user interfaces, we're crafting a technological future that empowers 

organizations to expedite their digital transformations while upholding the pillars of 

efficiency, security, and scalability." 

Saravanan Subramaniam, RVP APAC Channels & Alliances at OutSystems said, “We are 

thrilled to kick off this partnership with Datamatics. Our high-performance low-code 

platform empowers organizations to excel in the digital era, enabling swift responses to 

market challenges and emerging opportunities. Together, OutSystems and Datamatics can 

offer enterprises the freedom to build unique software for their unique business models 

faster, better and with built-in scalability.“ 

 

By combining Datamatics Intelligent Automation capabilities with the OutSystems 

platform, the partnership will offer improved efficiency, faster high-performance low-

code development, and reduced security incidents. 

For more information: https://www.outsystems.com/low-code-platform/ 

About Datamatics: 

Datamatics is a Digital Operations, Technologies and Experiences Company that enables 

enterprises to go Deep in Digital to boost their productivity, customer experience and 

competitive advantage. It has established Robotic Process Automation, Intelligent 

Document Processing, Business Intelligence and Automated Fare Collection products. 

Datamatics does business with global customers across Banking, Financial Services, 

Insurance, Healthcare, Manufacturing, International Organizations, and Media and 

publishing. The Company has a presence across four continents with significant delivery 

centres in the USA, India, and the Philippines. To learn more about Datamatics, visit 

www.datamatics.com. 

 

To learn more about Datamatics, visit www.datamatics.com and on LinkedIn, Twitter, 

YouTube, and Facebook. 
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Marketing & Corporate Communications  

amit.nagarseker@datamatics.com 

+91-9619942041 
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